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Abstract: This study addresses the problem of building high-level radioactive waste facilities world-

wide. Facilities involving radioactivity are often perceived as dangerous, resulting in low ac-

ceptance and delays in construction. In countries such as Finland and Sweden, installations have 

been made. However, many countries are delaying or finding alternative ways to build facilities. 

This study reviews previous studies that have analyzed various factors affecting the acceptability 

of high-level radioactive waste disposal facilities. It also analyzes several social contexts and ideo-

logies. Based on the existing research on the difference between general and Regional acceptance, 

the two types of acceptance are compared. The results show that there is a significant difference 

between the mean values of general and Regional acceptance, and that the knowledge variable has 

a strong influence on general acceptance. In addition, the trust variable had a significant effect on 

Regional acceptance. The implication of this study is that it is necessary to understand the factors 

that affect both general and Regional acceptance and design strategies to strengthen them. 
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ability 

1. Introduction 

Worldwide, the issue of construction of high-level radioactive waste facilities is caus-

ing social conflict. Due to the high-risk perception of radioactive plants, the acceptance of 

them is low, so the construction of the facilities is being delayed. Installations are taking 

place in a handful of countries, such as Finland and Sweden, but many have delayed in-

stallations or are seeking other means. In the case of Korea, too, since social conflicts over 

the installation of radioactive waste facilities are high, construction is being delayed. 

2. Theoretical Background 

2.1. Acceptability of high-level nuclear waste disposal facilities 

General acceptance and local acceptance are two concepts that are often used to 

measure the public's attitudes towards certain technologies, policies, or projects. General 

acceptance refers to the overall support or approval of a technology, policy, or project by 

the public, regardless of its location or impact on them personally (Emmerich et al, 2020, 

Wicki & Kaufmann, 2022). Local acceptance refers to the specific support or approval of a 

technology, policy, or project by the residents who are directly affected by its implemen-

tation or operation. General acceptance and local acceptance can differ significantly de-

pending on various factors, such as the type and design of the policy or project, the per-

ceived benefits and costs, the level of trust and involvement of the stakeholders, and the 

characteristics and preferences of the local community. 
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2.2. Determinants of acceptability of high-level nuclear waste disposal facilities 

One of the challenges of implementing new policies or projects is to overcome the 

gap between general acceptance and local acceptance. This gap is often referred to as the 

"not in my backyard" (NIMBY) phenomenon, which describes the situation where people 

support a policy in general but oppose it when it is proposed near their own residence 

(Wicki & Kaufmann, 2022).  

Previous studies show different factors affecting the acceptability of high-level radi-

oactive waste disposal facilities. Based on the literature review, we hypothesized that the 

perceived risks, benefits, trust, appraisal, and knowledge of existing nuclear power would 

affect the acceptability of high-level radioactive waste disposal facilities. And we focused 

on the effect of nimby phenomenon and ideology. 

 

3. Methods and Research framework 

3.1. Research framework 

 

3.2. Method 

A web survey was conducted among 1,552 South Korean citizens with proportional 

sampling by region, gender, and age. (margin of sampling error ±2.5 percentage points at 

95% confidence level) 

 

4. Results 

4.1. Acceptance for high-level nuclear waste disposal facility 
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The mean values of the general acceptability level and local acceptability level were 

3.548 and 2.716 respectively. The mean value of general acceptance was higher than the 

local acceptance mean, and this result was statistically significant. 

 

4.2. Analyze the Determinants of high-level nuclear waste disposal facility acceptance  

 

General Acceptance: Perceived risks (+)> Knowledge (+)> Gender (-)> NIMBY (-)> 

Perceived benefits (+)> Emotion (-) > Yoon Adm. (+)> Moon Adm. (+)> Income (+)  

Local Acceptance: Trust (+) > Gender (-) > NIMBY (-) > Knowledge (+) > Emotion (+) 

> Yoon Administration (+) > Environmentalism (-) > Age (-) 

 

5. Conclusion 

This research analyzed the acceptability of high-level nuclear waste disposal facilities. 

Based on the previous studies about the gap between general acceptance and local ac-

ceptance, we tried to compare the two types of acceptance. As a result, the mean values 
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of the general acceptance and local acceptance were significantly different. And the 

NIMBY was negatively effective on both kinds of acceptance. Also, NIMBY effect on local 

acceptance was much higher than on general acceptance. The most influential variable to 

general acceptance of high-level nuclear waste disposal facilities was knowledge, whereas 

the most influential variable to local acceptance was trust. The more supportive for Yoon’s 

administration, the more acceptable in high-level nuclear waste disposal facilities. 

6. Implications and applications 

It is important to understand the factors that influence both general and local ac-

ceptance and to design strategies that can enhance them. Except for risk perception para-

digm, NIMBY and public support for the government were statistically significant varia-

bles. This means that strategies to enhance acceptance for high-level nuclear waste dis-

posal facilities include considering local opposition. Also, trust and public support in gov-

ernment is important factors to enhance local acceptance of high-level nuclear waste dis-

posal facilities. 
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